Pre-K
ENGLISH
Topic

Skill

Alphabet

Recognize, name, and trace letters

Letters and Sounds

Make letter and sound associations

Letters in Your Name

Recognize letters in your name

Nursery Rhymes

Recognize words that rhyme
Listen to famous nursery rhymes and songs

Vocabulary

Sort objects into categories
Learn color words
Match opposite words
Understand shades of meaning
Learn sight words

Reading Literature

Identify book parts
Learn types of texts: poems and storybooks
Listen to famous fairy tales
Identify characters and settings

MATH
Topic

Skill

Matching and Sorting

Identify objects that are the same
Identify objects that are different
Find objects that go together
Match and sort objects by color
Match and sort objects by size
Match and sort objects by shape
Match and sort objects by pattern
Sort objects in two different ways

Numbers 0-10

Identify correctly written numbers
Count 0-10
Match numerals to quantities

Basic Shapes

Identify and trace shapes: circle, square, rectangle, and triangle
Identify the shape of different objects
Match geometric shapes

Simple Addition

Find 1 more
Add 1 more with cubes
Identify what comes next
Build towers

Simple Subtraction

Find 1 less
Subtract 1 with cubes
Identify what comes before
Build towers

Topic

Skill

Describe and Compare Objects

Describe length: big, tall, short, small
Describe weight: heavy, light, empty, full
Compare length
Compare weight
Order objects by length and size

Logic

Develop logic, cognitive, and reasoning skills
Develop spatial awareness

WORLD AROUND US
Topic

Skill

Seasons

Name the 4 seasons
Sort objects related to different seasons

Days of the Week

Name days of the week

Weather

Learn different kinds of weather
Match pictures with types of weather
Sort activities for different kinds of weather

Family

Recognize and name family members

Topic

Skill

Home

Sort household items
Recognize different types of homes

Community Helpers

Learn about community helpers and their roles
Match and sort objects related to different professions

Animals

Identify farm animals
Identify wild animals
Identify pets

Animal Facts

Learn about animal body parts
Classify and sort animals
Learn about animals' homes

Community Places

Learn about places in your community: playground,
school, grocery store

Emotions

Recognize and name emotions
Identify facial expressions

Food

Classify food
Match and sort food items
Sort fruits and vegetables

Clothing

Match and sort clothing

